
Scottish Salmon Watch, 9 July 2021  

 

Strictly Confidential: The Dirty Secrets of Benchmark’s ‘Novichok for Insects’ 

(BMK08/Ectosan/Imidacloprid) 

 

 
 

- FOI disclosure lifts lid on the banned neonicotinoid Imidicloprid via CleanTreat  

- ‘Confidential’ minutes reveal secret meetings with Scottish Government, SEPA, 

Veterinary Medicines Directorate & Benchmark to fast-track regulatory approval  

 

- SEPA deliberately concealed ‘confidential’ information to avoid FOI laws on disclosure 

- SEPA knew that Ectosan (BMK08) was Imidacloprid in October 2018 (if not before) 

 

- Fergus Ewing exposed as a bully-boy for the deployment of BMK08/Ectosan in Scotland 

- Benchmark issued investment threats if approval of Imidacloprid was not rushed through 

 

- Field trials of Imidacloprid were permitted in Norway “with a level of discharge that 

appears to be above the EQS” admitted the Scottish Government in September 2019 

- Benchmark branded as ‘arrogant’ and ‘naïve’ by SEPA  

 

- Mowi urged regulators to speed up the slow process for authorization of the bee-killer 

- Scottish Salmon Producers Organisation lobbied SEPA in May 2019 to support 

Imidacloprid use “which the developers believe has no environmental impact at sea” 

 

- SEPA discussed the use of Imidacloprid with Canada and Norway in the context of 

OSPAR regulations and the London Convention 

- NDA (Non-Disclosure Agreement) signed with Benchmark to avoid public disclosure  

 

Following a ruling by the Scottish Information Commissioner in April 2021, the Scottish 

Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) finally disclosed some ‘commercially confidential’ 

information on Benchmark’s CleanTreat and the toxic neonicotinoid Imidacloprid (marketed as 

Ectosan in 2017 and then re-branded as BMK08 in 2019).  Other ‘trade secrets’ shared by 

Norwegian-owned Benchmark with SEPA, the Scottish Government and the Veterinary 

Medicines Directorate (VMD) still remain blocked from publication.      

 

Last week (2 July 2021), the Norwegian Medicines Agency approved the use of Imidacloprid 

(marketed now as Ectosan Vet) in salmon farming in Norway increasing pressure from 

Norwegian-owned companies (who control ca. 80% of ‘Scottish’ salmon farming) to use the 

banned neonicotinoid in Scotland.   

 

Last month (9 June 2021), the European Parliament voted to oppose the use of Imidacloprid in 

salmon farming blocking a key market for farmed salmon and raising serious questions about the 
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future of Benchmark’s toxic investment.  The objection to Imidacloprid use in farmed salmon 

from MEPs focused on the lack of transparency and scientific concerns over the use of 

environmental impact of the banned neonicotinoid – dubbed ‘Novichok for insects’ by Professor 

Dave Goulson of the University of Sussex.   

 

In May 2021, The Ferret revealed that the Director of Marine Scotland was still backing the 

controversial deployment of Imidacloprid in Scottish salmon farming.  A FOI disclosure by the 

Scottish Government in May 2021 detailed damning documents on “the biggest con trick since 

Harry Houdini”.   

 

“This FOI disclosure offers a shocking insight into how Government agencies conspired to bend 

regulatory laws to permit a banned neonicotinoid to be used in Scottish salmon farming,” said 

Don Staniford, Director of Scottish Salmon Watch and author of ‘Silent Spring of the Sea’.  

“Reading between the heavily redacted lines it seems that Scottish Government minister Fergus 

Ewing bullied and lobbied for SEPA and Marine Scotland to open the floodgates to 

Imidacloprid.  The signing of a non-disclosure agreement and marking of documents as 

‘Commercially Sensitive’ has sadly served to keep some ‘trade secrets’ out of the public domain.  

However, last month’s vote in the European Parliament against the use of Imidacloprid in 

salmon farming offers hope that the European Commission and other government bodies will 

ban this toxic chemical – dubbed ‘Novichok for insects’ – in salmon farming as it has already 

been banned in terrestrial farming.”   

 

“I am pleased to say that my Resolution objecting to the potential use of the toxic neonicotinoid 

'imidacloprid' in salmon farming was passed by the European Parliament,” said Grace O’Sullivan 

MEP who spearheaded opposition to Imidacloprid use in salmon farming. “The Parliament has 

now officially announced its opposition to the use of these dangerous chemicals in our seafood 

production.  Now it is up to the Commission to act on this democratic decision.  The companies 

behind the use of Imidacloprid must come clean and share publicly any environmental risk 

assessments and scientific results from their field trials on salmon farms in Norway and any 

other countries. The solution to toxic chemical pollution is not dilution.” 

 

Pressure is building for the Scottish Government to ban the use of Imidacloprid in salmon 

farming.  Here’s an email to Scottish Ministers dated 7 June 2021 from Nick & Sue Domminney:  

 

 
 

Subject: SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT POTENTIAL APPROVAL OF CLEAN TREAT 

SALMON FARM INSECTICIDE: IMIDACLOPRID 

 

Dear Scottish Government 

  

My MSP is James Dornan, who advised me to refer my concern to Scottish Ministers.  I draw 

your attention to this Guardian article, explaining that Marine Scotland and SEPA appear minded 

to raise no objection to the introduction of the Clean Treat system by fish farm biocide treatment 

company Benchmark.  We ask you to oppose this, if it comes before the Scottish Parliament. 
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The treatment includes the neonicotinoid based chemical, Imidacloprid. Neonicotinoids are 

banned in the EU (and in the UK while in the EU) but, incredibly, not for use in water, after 

heavy lobbying by pharma tech giant Bayer. The chemical is, nevertheless, found in animal flea 

treatment and has already made its way into English water courses, despite its ban in farming. 

 Neonicotinoids are extremely dangerous to insect life and have proved disastrous to entire 

ecosystems in places where they have been introduced widely, such as Japan. They are very 

effective against lice on industrial farmed salmon, however, which is why the big salmon 

farming companies, who seem to have an unhealthy grip on the Scottish Government, are 

desperate to use it. 

  

The linked article summarises the issues well but I believe there are other pieces in the Scottish 

press and, of course, Private Eye has reported the numerous salmon farm pollutions, chemical 

releases, and incidents of storm-damaged cages releasing thousands of infected fish, as well as 

the industry’s relentless efforts to expand,  despite its dreadful record. 

  

We hope that the Scottish Government ministers will decide against trialling this treatment 

which, we understand, may be the subject of an application by the treatment company, 

Benchmark. 

  

Best regards 

Nick & Sue Domminney 

 

 

Here’s the reply from Scottish Ministers dated 21 June 2021:   

 

 



 
 

 

 
 

 

Read more via: 

Norway Approves Banned Bee-Killing Neonicotinoid for Use on Norwegian Salmon - Scotland, 

Chile & Canada Next In Firing Line! 

Neonicotinoid Imidacloprid Dogged by Lawsuits, Bans & Deaths - Is Benchmark's BMK08 in 

the doghouse or will it be unleashed? 

Canadian field trials of the banned neonicotinoid Imidacloprid on salmon farms?  

Norwegian Environment Agency FOI reply lifts lid on banned neonicotinoid Imidacloprid  

Interferencia: "Salmon Farming - Norwegian company seeks to commercialize in Chile a 

pesticide banned by the EU for being 'very toxic' to aquatic life"  
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Anyone for Norwegian Salmon Marinaded in the Banned Neonicotinoid Imidacloprid (don't 

worry it's ASC-approved)?! 

"EU deals potential setback to Benchmark’s rollout of new sea lice treatment"  

Fish Farmer: "MEPs condemn new lice treatment: who's right"  

"EU setback for novel lice treatment"  

Breaking News: Victory in Europe - Parliament votes against the use of the toxic neonicotinoid 

Imidacloprid in farmed salmon! 

Fish Farming Expert: "Novel lice treatment threatened by European Parliament vote" 

Wave of European Opposition to Benchmark's Imidacloprid (BMK08) - the tide turns against 

neonicotinoids in salmon pharming! 

European Opposition to Neonicotinoid Contamination of Farmed Salmon - is BMK08 

(Imidacloprid) dead in the water?  

The Guardian: "‘Novichok for insects’ may be approved for Scottish fish farms"  

Who are the toxic team lurking behind Benchmark's BMK08 (Imidacloprid) in Scottish salmon 

pharming?  

The Ferret: "Bee-killing pesticide treatment for fish farms backed by Scottish Government"  

Cleaning Tox-Sick Scottish Salmon - Benchmark's magic trick making the banned neonicotinoid 

Imidacloprid disappear! 

 

Contact: 

 

Don Staniford: salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com (email to arrange phone/video call)  
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Key issues uncovered via SEPA’s FOI disclosure on 7 June 2021: 

 

Heavily redacted minutes of a meeting in April 2019 – marked ‘Confidential’ – between 

Benchmark, SEPA, Marine Scotland and VMD stated that Benchmark “were hoping for field 

trials for Ectosan [Imidacloprid] in Scotland later this year (2019)” and reading between the 

redacted lines appears to suggest that “significant investment” would only be approved by the 

Benchmark board if Imidacloprid was approved for use in Scotland.   
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The document – described as “commercially sensitive and therefore strictly confidential” with 

the warning that “any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in relation to the contents 

of this material, without the prior written permission of Benchmark Animal Health Ltd, is strictly 

prohibited and infringes the intellectual property rights of Benchmark Animal Health Ltd” – 

detailed the “need for further clarity on the subject and that MS (Marine Scotland) and SEPA 

legal teams would need to be involved in drafting a licence to allow CleanTreat at an approved 

site” with a “discussion regarding what other countries are doing and SEPA indicated that they 

have been talking to Canada and Norway and their interpretation of OSPAR regulations and the 

London Convention”.   

 

 
 

[Note that in May 2020, Scottish Salmon Watch revealed that Mowi lobbied SEPA in March 

2020 to support a field trial of Imidacoprid in Loch Ailort near Fort William] 

 

The ‘Confidential’ minutes of the April 2019 meeting between Benchmark, SEPA, Marine 

Scotland and VMD also discussed “the issue of the confidentiality of any data/methods provided 

outside of the official field trial application” with SEPA indicating that “all correspondence must 

be marked commercially sensitive and confidential” so that “they can refuse any Freedom of 

Information (FOI) requests on commercial sensitivity grounds”.   
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In August 2019, an email from a Member of the Scottish Parliament who describes themselves as 

‘Aquaculture Minister’ (understood to be Fergus Ewing who was the Cabinet Secretary for the 

Rural Economy up to May 2021) said it was “hugely disappointing” that Benchmark was 

trialling Imidacloprid in Norway and “see what the barriers to trialling in Scotland have been an 

see about overcoming these barriers as a matter of urgency”:  

 

 
 

Another email from SEPA in October 2018 (understood to be from Douglas Sinclair who 

operates out of SEPA’s Orkney office) refers to Benchmark’s “arrogance” (‘nativity’ should 

presumably read ‘naivety’) in reply to the drafting of ‘Commercially Sensitive” Minutes of a 

meeting:   
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An email from an unnamed person at the Scottish Government (Environmental Quality and 

Circular Economy Division) in November 2018 detailed a request from Fergus Ewing on current 

progress of Benchmark’s application for field trials of CleanTreat and Ectosan (Imidacloprid) in 

Scotland with Marine Harvest (Mowi) wishing to “push forward with trials in Scotland” and 

wanting “to get this off the ground as soon as possible”.  “Progress with regulators was slow and 

that they wished to speed things up” said the request from Fergus Ewing who met with 

Benchmark earlier in 2018.  

 

 
 

 

In August 2019, an unnamed Scottish Government official wrote to an unnamed individual 

(presumably it was directed to SEPA – perhaps SEPA’s chief executive Terry A’Hearn who has 

been successfully lobbied in the past with respect to condoning the continued use of toxic 

chemicals) asking “whether the discharge constitutes ‘pollution’, in terms of substances in the 

maritime area which result in harm to living resources and marine ecosystems, or whether the 
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output is sufficiently clean as to not constitute ‘pollution’ following the treatment of the water in 

the CleanTreat system”:  

 

 
 

 

In September 2019, an unnamed Scottish Government official said in an email that they were 

“asked to work with SEPA to provide the background in a brief to Cab Sec” (Cabinet Secretary 

for Rural Economy, Fergus Ewing):  
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The email from the Scottish Government dated 12 September 2019 admitted that “field trials 

were permitted in Norway with a level of discharge that appears to be above the EQS”: 

 

 
 

In March 2019, Benchmark emailed SEPA stating that “it would be prudent to have a NDA 

agreement in place between Benchmark and the Scottish Government”:  
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In May 2019, the Scottish Salmon Producers Organisation (the lobby group whose members 

include Norwegian-owned Mowi who asked the Aquaculture Stewardship Council in February 

2019 for an ‘interpretation request’ on the use of Imidacloprid – inadvertently leading to the 

public disclosure naming BMK08/Ectosan as Imidacloprid in March 2020) stepped up lobbying 

for field trials of Imidacloprid in Scotland via a letter to SEPA copied to Scottish Ministers.   
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An email from an unnamed Scottish Government official at the Marine Laboratory in Aberdeen 

to Benchmark in July 2019 asked for more detail on discharges of Ectosan (Imidacloprid) and 

“effluent water”: 

 

 

 
 

 

In September 2019, an unnamed Scottish Government official at the Marine Laboratory in 

Aberdeen wrote to SEPA detailing supporting information still required by Benchmark to 

conduct a trial of Imidacloprid in Scotland including “any physical mechanism by which 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-29-reg-105e-redactions-applied---doc4pddoc4.1pddoc4.2fddoc-4.3pddoc-4.4pddoc-4.5fddoc-4.6fd-doc-4.7fd_redacted.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-29-reg-105e-redactions-applied---doc4pddoc4.1pddoc4.2fddoc-4.3pddoc-4.4pddoc-4.5fddoc-4.6fd-doc-4.7fd_redacted.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-25-reg-105e-redactions-applied---doc3pd-doc3.1fd_redacted.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-25-reg-105e-redactions-applied---doc3pd-doc3.1fd_redacted.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-29-reg-105e-redactions-applied---doc4pddoc4.1pddoc4.2fddoc-4.3pddoc-4.4pddoc-4.5fddoc-4.6fd-doc-4.7fd_redacted.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-29-reg-105e-redactions-applied---doc4pddoc4.1pddoc4.2fddoc-4.3pddoc-4.4pddoc-4.5fddoc-4.6fd-doc-4.7fd_redacted.pdf


Benchmark could demonstrate meeting the EQS by techniques to enhance dilution to an 

acceptable level”; “details relating to fate and behavior, in particular persistence in the 

environment, recognizing the receiving environment in Scotland” and “an assessment of any 

effects upon other receptors (such as fishing interests, wild fish interests and the features of any 

designated sites proximal to the proposed locations)”: 

 

 
 

 

In April 2019, referring to a ‘Confidential’ meeting, Benchmark itemized various questions:  

 

 
 

[Note that Ewan may be Ewan Gillespie who formerly worked for SEPA before leaving to join 

Marine Harvest and then Benchmark – read more online here] 

 

 

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-2-fully-disclose---doc10fd-doc-10.1fd_redacted.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/05/who-are-the-toxic-team-promoting-benchmarks-bmk08-imidacloprid-in-scottish-salmon-pharming.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-25-reg-105e-redactions-applied---doc3pd-doc3.1fd_redacted.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-2-fully-disclose---doc10fd-doc-10.1fd_redacted.pdf


In August 2019, an unnamed person working at SEPA wrote to colleagues referring to Fergus 

Ewing’s trip to AquaNor 2019 where “much was made about this product from a Scottish 

company winning the innovation award in Norway and not being able to be used in Scotland 

currently”. 

 

 
 

 

Another email in August 2019 from an unnamed Scottish Government official referred to an 

unnamed person (believed to be Fergus Ewing) “clearly keen to confirm to them [Benchmark] at 

the meeting that we can move forward with trialling their product [Imidacloprid] so if there are 

any regulatory barriers to that we’ll need to explain those to him before the meeting”. 

 

 
 

[Note that during his time as Cabinet Secretary for Rural Economy from May 2016 to May 2021, 

Fergus Ewing was accused of bullying – including allegations of bullying the then Director of 

Marine Scotland, Graeme Black who was appointed in March 2017 and left in August 2020, and 

of breaching the Ministerial code via secret meetings with salmon farming companies]  

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-7-fully-disclose---doc15fddoc15.1fddoc15.2fddoc15.3fddoc15.4fddoc15.5fddoc15.6fddoc15.7fddoc15.8fd_redacted.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-7-fully-disclose---doc15fddoc15.1fddoc15.2fddoc15.3fddoc15.4fddoc15.5fddoc15.6fddoc15.7fddoc15.8fd_redacted.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cabinet_Secretary_for_Rural_Affairs_and_Islands#List_of_office_holders
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/06/fergus-ewing-minister-for-the-promotion-of-norwegian-salmon-farming-.html
https://theferret.scot/fergus-ewing-formal-investigation-bullying/
https://theferret.scot/fergus-ewing-formal-investigation-bullying/
https://theferret.scot/fergus-ewing-fish-farm-meetings-ministerial-code/
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-7-fully-disclose---doc15fddoc15.1fddoc15.2fddoc15.3fddoc15.4fddoc15.5fddoc15.6fddoc15.7fddoc15.8fd_redacted.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-7-fully-disclose---doc15fddoc15.1fddoc15.2fddoc15.3fddoc15.4fddoc15.5fddoc15.6fddoc15.7fddoc15.8fd_redacted.pdf


Another email from an unnamed person at Marine Scotland in August 2019 reported that an 

unnamed person (believed to be Fergus Ewing) “met with Benchmark quite a while back”. 

 

 
 

 

An email from an unnamed Scottish Government official in October 2019 to SEPA reported that 

Benchmark had “asked for a timeline for the process” and “written advice”.  “Issues upon which 

clarity was sought in writing” included “Can the discharge location be away from site?” and 

“What is the modeling requirement and why?”.  “We therefore collectively need to come to a 

view on what constitutes pollution and, if this involves a level beneath which we can conclude a 

discharge is not a pollution, we need to advise on the level and the location at which this should 

be determined i.e. can we permit a mixing zone” replied the unnamed Scottish Government 

official (in an email marked: “If you are not the intended recipient please destroy the email”.   

 

 
 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-7-fully-disclose---doc15fddoc15.1fddoc15.2fddoc15.3fddoc15.4fddoc15.5fddoc15.6fddoc15.7fddoc15.8fd_redacted.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-13-fully-disclose---doc6fd_redacted.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-7-fully-disclose---doc15fddoc15.1fddoc15.2fddoc15.3fddoc15.4fddoc15.5fddoc15.6fddoc15.7fddoc15.8fd_redacted.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-13-fully-disclose---doc6fd_redacted.pdf
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https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-13-fully-disclose---doc6fd_redacted.pdf
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[Note: The last paragraph – namely: “Any application to deposit in the sea should be 

accompanied by an assessment of other practicable alternatives.  MS-LOT (Marine Scotland – 

Licensing Operations Team) does not regulate discharges of this nature from land and so I would 

appreciate SEPA’s view on whether or not land based use of the CleanTreat system would be a 

suitable alternative to vessel based discharge, in the event that we are not able to license the 

activity” – illustrates how Benchmark is looking to discharge Imidacloprid wastes into Scottish 

waters and how the Scottish Government was aiding and abetting that pollution.] 

 

Remember that back in March 2019, Benchmark emailed SEPA expressing their desire to “move 

forward” with an application for a field trial in Scotland in 2019 of Imidacloprid (marketed as 

Ectosan from December 2017 and then re-named BMK08 in November 2019 before Benchmark 

admitted in March 2020 that it was Imidacloprid).  “In order to do this we would like to further 

discuss the data required for the Environmental Risk Assessment (ERA) and the use of 

CleanTreat as a mitigation measure to ensure we can discharge the cleaned treatment water in 

compliance with the local legislation,” said Benchmark. 

 

 
 

An agenda for a meeting on 20 September (believed to be in 2019 between Benchmark, SEPA, 

the Scottish Government and the VMD) detailed a series of outstanding questions relating to the 

use of Imidacloprid in Scottish salmon farming including “persistence in marine environment” 

and “modeling of post-initial mixing dispersion” and “what quantities will be released”. 

 

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-16-fully-disclose---doc9fd_redacted.pdf
https://www.fishfarmingexpert.com/article/new-lice-bath-8216-100-effective-8217-and-pollution-free/
https://www.fishfarmingexpert.com/article/new-lice-bath-8216-100-effective-8217-and-pollution-free/
https://www.benchmarkplc.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Trading-update-presentation-2811-final-1.pdf
https://www.benchmarkplc.com/news/bmk08/
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-12-fully-disclose---doc5.0.1fd.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-16-fully-disclose---doc9fd_redacted.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-12-fully-disclose---doc5.0.1fd.pdf


 

 
 

The Scottish Government and SEPA knew as early as October 2018 that Ectosan was 

Imidacloprid (the VMD may have known earlier).  ‘Confidential’ minutes of a meeting with 

Benchmark presented “results of the field testing of the product in Norway” with data on 

efficacy, safety and residues shared with SEPA, VMD and the Scottish Government.   

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-21-reg-105e-redactions-applied---doc12.0.2pd_redacted.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-12-fully-disclose---doc5.0.1fd.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-12-fully-disclose---doc5.0.1fd.pdf


 
 

Note that Fish Farmer reported in February 2020:  

 

 

https://www.pressreader.com/uk/fish-farmer/20200211/282488595733006
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-21-reg-105e-redactions-applied---doc12.0.2pd_redacted.pdf
https://www.pressreader.com/uk/fish-farmer/20200211/282488595733006


The ‘Confidential’ minutes of the October 2018 meeting referred to “accidental discharge” and 

how Benchmark needed to provide further information “under a confidential agreement between 

all interested parties”.   
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The ‘Confidential’ meeting in October 2018 also discussed “the applicability of the Water 

Framework Directive” and how the “RIVM 2014 review of Imidacloprid could be used as a 

model for developing an assessment under the WFD”.  “This is due to the nature of the active 

substance that is already on the WFD watch list for environmental protection”.  
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By the Summer of 2019 there were still some outstanding “regulatory questions to close off” 

before a field trial of Imidacloprid could be approved: 
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[Note that as of July 2021 it is still not clear if a field trial in Scotland of Imidacloprid have taken 

place although it seems that Imidacloprid was used secretly and illegally by Benchmark at their 

Marine Laboratory at Ardtoe where CleanTreat was developed from 2013].  
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Media Backgrounder (June 2021) 

 

 
 

SEPA Forced to Disclose ‘Commercially Confidential’ Information on CleanTreat & 

BMK08/Ectosan/Imidacloprid  

 

Background: On 7 June 2021, the Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) disclosed 

some “commercially confidential” information on Benchmark’s CleanTreat system – including 

BMK08/Ectosan/Imidacloprid – following a ruling by the Scottish Information Commissioner in 

April 2021.    

 

SEPA refused a FOI request from Scottish Salmon Watch in December 2019 prompting an 

appeal to the Scottish Information Commissioner in February 2020.   

 

The Scottish Government disclosed some information via FOI on CleanTreat in December 2019, 

July 2019 and April 2018 but refused commercial or industrial information “where such 

confidentiality is provided for by law to protect a legitimate economic interest”.   

 

SEPA disclosed some information on CleanTreat via FOI in February, April and May 2020 but 

refused information on BMK08/Imidacloprid/Ectosan in January and June 2020 claiming that 

“disclosure of information would cause substantial prejudice to their commercial interests”.     

 

FOI documents: The FOI disclosure by SEPA to Scottish Salmon Watch attached 29 PDFs:   

  

#1 FULLY DISCLOSE - Doc1(FD) Doc1.1(FD) Doc1.2(FD)_Redacted 

#2 FULLY DISCLOSE - Doc10(FD) Doc 10.1(FD)_Redacted 

#3 FULLY DISCLOSE - Doc11(FD) Doc11.1(FD) Doc11.2(FD) Doc11.3(FD)_Redacted 

#4 FULLY DISCLOSE - Doc12(FD)_Redacted 

#5 FULLY DISCLOSE - Doc13(FD)_Redacted 

#6 FULLY DISCLOSE - Doc14(FD)_Redacted 

#7 FULLY DISCLOSE - 

Doc15(FD)Doc15.1(FD)Doc15.2(FD)Doc15.3(FD)Doc15.4(FD)Doc15.5(FD)Doc15.6(FD)Doc1

5.7(FD)Doc15.8(FD)_Redacted 

#8 FULLY DISCLOSE - Doc16(FD) Doc16.1(FD) Doc16.2(FD) Doc16.3(FD)_Redacted 

#9 FULLY DISCLOSE - Doc17(FD) Doc17.1(FD)_Redacted 

#10 FULLY DISCLOSE - Doc20(FD)_Redacted 

#11 FULLY DISCLOSE - Doc5(FD) Doc 5.1(FD)_Redacted 

#12 FULLY DISCLOSE - Doc5.0.1(FD) 

#13 FULLY DISCLOSE - Doc6(FD)_Redacted 
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https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-8-fully-disclose---doc16fd-doc16.1fd-doc16.2fd-doc16.3fd_redacted.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-9-fully-disclose---doc17fd-doc17.1fd_redacted.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-10-fully-disclose---doc20fd_redacted.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pdf-11-fully-disclose---doc5fd-doc-5.1fd_redacted.pdf
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#14 FULLY DISCLOSE - Doc7(FD)_Redacted 

#15 FULLY DISCLOSE - Doc8(FD)_Redacted 

#16 FULLY DISCLOSE - Doc9(FD)_Redacted 

#17 FULLY DISCLOSE - Doc2(FD) Doc2.1(FD)_Redacted2 

#18 FULLY DISCLOSE - Doc2(FD) Doc2.1(FD)_Redacted 

#19 FULLY DISCLOSE IN-SCOPE INFO - Doc21(FD-InScopeInfo)_Redacted 

#20 REG 10(5)(E) REDACTIONS APPLIED - Doc12.0.1(PD)_Redacted 

#21 REG 10(5)(E) REDACTIONS APPLIED - Doc12.0.2(PD)_Redacted 

#22 REG 10(5)(E) REDACTIONS APPLIED - Doc13.0.1(PD)_Redacted 

#23 REG 10(5)(E) REDACTIONS APPLIED - Doc14.0.1(PD)_Redacted 

#24 REG 10(5)(E) REDACTIONS APPLIED - Doc17.0.1(PD)_Redacted 

#25 REG 10(5)(E) REDACTIONS APPLIED - Doc3(PD) Doc3.1(FD)_Redacted 

#26 REG 10(5)(E) REDACTIONS APPLIED - Doc7.0.1(PD)_Redacted 

#27 REG 10(5)(E) REDACTIONS APPLIED - Doc8.0.1(PD)_Redacted 

#28 REG 10(5)(E) REDACTIONS APPLIED - Doc9.0.1(PD)_Redacted 

#29 REG 10(5)(E) REDACTIONS APPLIED - Doc4(PD)Doc4.1(PD)Doc4.2(FD)Doc 

4.3(PD)Doc 4.4(PD)Doc 4.5(FD)Doc 4.6(FD) Doc 4.7(FD)_Redacted 
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